Application Access
Control Center

Vulnerability can be defined in the
computer world as a weakness in process,
administration, or technology that can be
exploited to compromise IT security.
Downtime caused by security vulnerabilities has grown from five percent in 2004 to 15 percent in
2008. Overcoming such percentages means containing users to only the applications they need in
order to fulfill their work obligations.

Don’t become a statistic.
Minimize the frustration of dealing with corrupted applications, crashed servers, and irate users. Aid
in helping your organization become and remain compliant with regulation rules by having a list of
known and trusted applications stored in a database.
Simplify Lockdown® offers peace of mind by providing easy configuration and the ability to monitor
and maintain any controlled application accessible by remote desktops with superior security. Lockdown® replaces the intricate, and sometimes limiting toe-tapping scripting process with a configuration tool that enables you to prevent unauthorized users from running any specific application.

Features
• t riMode Application Control
gives ultimate flexibility in
authorizing trusted and banned
lists to support individual user
requirements
• A
 pp Informant discovers initial
application usage per user,
facilitating integration.

locations as well as an unauthorized executable renamed to mimic an accepted executable.

• S
 ecure Application Signature
automatically generates secure
application signature.

It’s completely up to you what runs on your system. triCerat’s approach to software solutions are to

• U
 ser-Friendly Alerts allows you
to customize user notifications.

Simplify Lockdown even has the capability to recognize and stop an executable located in multiple

resolve them before they even begin.

Try Us Out!
Visit our Website at tricerat.com or feel free to call us with any questions at our US
toll-free number: 1 800.582.5167

Benefits
• P
 revents unauthorized applications and malware from corruption.
• B
 oosts productivity by controlling access to the applications
and services users require for
work only.

“Simplify Lockdown gives us complete control over individual applications on our Windows desktops. We support up to 800 concurrent users. Simplify Lockdown reduces user administration to its simplest form.”
— Charles L, Senior Network Analyst, Fortune 300 Construction Company

